
Intelligent Cleaning 

Glass always clean 

Treatment for glass surfaces which protects and          
reduces the limescale and dirt deposits 

 

TREATED NON TREATED 



Solution of high repellency to water and other substances for Solution of high repellency to water and other substances for 

glass (indoor and outdoor static glass )glass (indoor and outdoor static glass )  

Shower screens, windows, mirrors or other glass surfacesShower screens, windows, mirrors or other glass surfaces 

Product with properties of high repellency to water and other        

substances:  

 It creates a protective film that repels liquids, facilitating  their 

removal from the treated glass.  

 It avoids lime and dirt accumulation facilitating its removal by 

the drag action of water.  

 It is a surface treatment for glass that protects and minimizes 

dirt and lime scale deposits. 

SHOWER SCREENS, WINDOWS AND MIRRORS ALWAYS CLEAN!SHOWER SCREENS, WINDOWS AND MIRRORS ALWAYS CLEAN!  



PROPERTIES 

EASY TO CLEAN, it reduces cleaning times substantially. 

KEEP SURFACES CLEAN FOR A LONGER TIME, maintaining the original appearance. 

CERTIFIED DURABILITY OF 10 YEARS, for professional application in new glass. 

EASY TO APPLY PRODUCT, without the necessity of special safety measures.   

ULTRA-FAST DRYING AFTER THE TREATMENT, avoiding cumbersome spots on   

further handling. 

AFTER APPLICATION, the coating results totally transparent, not modifying at all 

the aesthetic conditions of the glass. 

HIGH FEATURES AND HIGH PERFORMANCE: 50-60 m2/L. 

Your glass ready in a minute!Your glass ready in a minute!  



 Before each use, shake the container vigorously. 

 The surface must be clean and dry, without any posible lime stains, dirt or traces of            

detergents . 

  Methods of apliccation:  

1– Manual Spray.  

 Spread it helping yourself with a paper, microfiber cloth or similar to distribute the product 

evenly through the area, ensuring that the entire surface is treated.  

 Polish the surface with a dry cloth removing any visible trace of product and ensuring that the 

glass is totally transparent. 

Important:  Avoid the use of cloths that leave fabric traces while used. 

Carry out the application in working areas with an appropiate size to avoid an        

excessive drying of the product which difficult its removal. 

2– Airless. 

 Apply the product over the surface homogeneously, either in a one layer of higher amount of    

product or in two thinner layers.  

TECNADIS SOLUTIONS -  OTHER FINAL USE NANOPRODUCTS  

TECNADIS PRS PERFORMANCE 

Hydrophobic and oleophobic product for floors or 

pavements and facades. 

 

 

 

TECNOLOGÍA NAVARRA DE NANOPRODUCTOS S.L. 

Área Industrial Perguita, A Street Nº1 

31210 Los Arcos (Navarra) - Spain 

Phone: +34 948 640 318 - Fax: +34 948 640 319 

AQUAHIELD Ultimate 

Hidrophobic product for facades made of porous 

materials 

 

 

 

HOW TO USE 

www.tecnan-nanomat.es 

tecnan@tecnan-nanomat.es 

https://tecnan-nanomat.es/en/
mailto:tecnan@tecnan-nanomat.es

